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The celebration of speed underpins the culture of the car, which produces unevenness in the mobile landscape, resulting in mobility exclusions and injustice. Urban seafronts are 'natural' urban edges, where architecture, often of significance, meets the sea and produces particular tensions and possibilities. These architectural landscapes, in which the vertical meets the horizontal, produce spaces of contested mobilities, including performances of speed and of slowed-downness. These seaside mobile practices are exemplified in two contrasting seafronts and cities, the Malecón in Havana, Cuba and the Victorian seafront of Brighton, UK. In Brighton, the Kings Arches, built in the late nineteenth century, are a key tourist feature and support for the main coastal road along the south coast of England. They are currently in a critical state of disrepair, with various stakeholders contesting their future. In Havana, political, social and economic circumstances over the last 60 years, pre- and post-revolution in Cuba, have led to creative adaptations, developments and co-productions of urban spaces that display resilience and creative design. The speed and longevity of change in the circumstances that result in the infrastructural spaces for mobile practices, of prowess and aesthetic and
mechanical expertise, correlate with the speed and clarity of their visibilities and other sensory registers. This research continues and develops the focus of our ongoing work on architectural and urban mobilities, developing new connections between mobilities and urban infrastructures such as elevated highways (Robertson 2007, 2011 and 2014), more recent publications on the relationship between urban design and mobilities in street spaces in Brighton (Murray and Robertson 2016, 2017) and ongoing work on illumination and re-construction of territorial edges through photography (Murray and Robertson, 2019). In this paper we look specifically at the impact of the seafront as an urban edge and the social and spatial practices that this generates.
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